The influence of chemical defects and conformational kinks on the nature of the lowest electronic excitations in phenylenevinylene-based polymers is assessed at the semiempirical quantum-chemical level. The amount of excited-state localization and the amplitude of through-space ͑Coulomb-like͒ versus through-bond ͑charge-transfer-like͒ interactions have been quantified by comparing the results provided by excitonic and supermolecular models. While excitation delocalization among conjugated segments delineated by the defects occurs in the acceptor configuration, self-confinement on individual chromophores follows from geometric relaxation in the excited-state donor configuration. The extent of excited-state localization is found to be sensitive to both the nature of the defect and the length of the conjugated chains. Implications for resonant energy transfer along conjugated polymer chains are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Understanding the microscopic parameters that govern the dynamics of energy transfer processes in conjugated polymers such as poly͑p-phenylenevinylene͒ ͑PPV͒ and its derivatives is of prime importance with regard to their use as active materials, e.g., in photovoltaic devices 1 or ͑bio͒chemi-cal sensing applications. 2 The charge generation efficiency in solar cells and the detection sensitivity in sensors rely on the ability of the photoinduced electronic excitations to diffuse through the polymer organic layer toward either dissociation zones ͑in the former case͒ or recognition sites ͑in the latter case͒. This requires funneling of the electronic excitations over large distances to well-defined target spots, which is a priori difficult to reconcile with the disordered structure of most conjugated polymers and the resulting random diffusion processes. Interestingly, phenylenevinylene-based polymers have been shown to yield a few orders of magnitude enhancement in sensing response with respect to molecules of related chemical structures. 2 This has been assigned to the collective nature of the electronic excitations in conjugated polymers ͑where a local perturbation, e.g., induced by the presence of an analyte molecule can lead to major modifications in the luminescence properties of the whole polymer chains͒ 3 and/or to the existence of efficient tunneling pathways driving the excitations to a small number of low-energy sites ͑such channels might for instance arise from conjugated segments brought in close intermolecular contacts via coiling of the polymer chains͒. 4 While the first scenario calls for strong couplings among the repeat units along fully conjugated polymer chains, the latter invokes the formation of spatially localized excited species that subsequently drift along or ͑more likely͒ between chains.
Although the nature of electronic excitations in conjugated polymers remains a matter of debate, the general view is that primary excitations can be pictured as bound electronhole pairs dressed by lattice distortions. 5 In addition to the strong electron-phonon coupling typical of -conjugated materials ͑i.e., strong coupling of electronic excitations to vibrations͒, 6 excited-state localization can also be induced by the presence of either conformational kinks 6, 7 ͑e.g., large torsion angles along the backbone͒ or chemical defects. 8 These defects/kinks can lead to conjugation breaks that confine the electronic excitations over small subunits acting as individual chromophores. Such a multichromophoric picture has been successfully used to rationalize the photophysical features of PPV-based systems, including distinct line shapes and linewidths in optical absorption and emission spectra, 9 dispersive-like energy transport, 10 and intermittent singlechain fluorescence. 11 This view is also supported by the fact that the energy migration dynamics in these polymers can be well accounted for by models based on incoherent motions and multistep hops of excitations among segments of different lengths and hence excitation energies. 12 It implies that the electronic couplings between conjugated segments are small in comparison to the spectral linewidths, so that energy transfer occurs after full geometric relaxation over the initially excited ͑donor͒ chromophore. It is worth stressing, however, that this does not prevent the acceptor states ͑i.e., vertical electronic excitations from the ground-state geometry͒ to be possibly delocalized over several close-lying conjugated segments. 13 According to this picture, the extent of excited-state wave-function delocalization is expected to evolve with time along the following sequence: ͑i͒ the photoexcitation process initially creates an excited species whose spatial extent is fixed by the relative magnitudes of electronic couplings versus inhomogeneous ͑static͒ disorder; ͑ii͒ fast vibrational thermalization, mainly driven by intramolecular geometric relaxation, then leads to self-localization of the excitations over single conformational subunits, as the homogeneous ͑dy-namic͒ linewidths are usually larger than the electronic interactions. In phenylenevinylene-based conjugated polymers, coiling of the chains due to chemical defects and/or conformational kinks likely allows for significant electronic couplings between closely spaced conjugated segments recoiled next to one another. However, there is currently no full understanding of the extent to which the photoinduced excited species delocalize through such interacting subunits.
Therefore, it is our goal in this work to assess the impact of chemical defects and conformational kinks on the electronic communication along single polymer chains in model p-phenylenevinylene oligomers ͑OPVs͒. More specifically, we explore the influence on the nature of the lowest electronic excitations, of the presence in the vinylene units of: ͑i͒ sp 3 -hybridized carbon sites; and ͑ii͒ cis double bonds, see the chemical structures in Fig. 1 . Such defects have been identified experimentally in PPV-based material and are believed to play a major role in the three-dimensional structural organization of the polymer chains in solution: Nouwen et al. have demonstrated the presence of cis-linkages in PPV films and investigated the conformational changes undergone by the polymer in the presence of such defects on basis of crosspolarization/magic angle spinning 13 C NMR. The NMR spectra indicate a break-up of the polymer chains into OPV segments delineated by the cis-linkages as a result of the rotation of adjacent phenyl rings out of the plane formed by the vinylenic link.
14 This has been further supported by calculation of potential energy surfaces at the ab initio HartreeFock level for all-trans and cis-trans phenylenevinylene trimers. 15 Barbara et al. successfully rationalized the fluorescence anisotropy distribution observed experimentally by performing Monte Carlo simulations on polymer chains including 5% of tetrahedral defects ͑i.e., single bonds that replace the C-C double bonds in phenylenevinylene backbone͒. 4, 16 These tetrahedral kinks leading to the socalled "defect-coil" and "defect-cylinder" conformations might result from the presence of both cis double bonds and sp 3 defects, since the latter introduce a bond angle between the adjacent OPV segments similar to the tetrahedral one. The impact of such chemical defects on conformational disorder and polymer photophysics has been recently investigated by Hu et al. on the basis of single-molecule polarization spectroscopy measurements combined with Monte Carlo simulations of PPV chains with increasing amounts of tetrahedral defects. They evidenced a net decrease in conformational order and concomitantly a decrease in excitation diffusion length with increasing concentration of defects, which underlies the important role played by tetrahedral kinks in the energy transfer properties of phenylenevinylene-based conjugated polymers. 17 It is worth pointing out that we have chosen to deal here with intrachain, i.e., through-bond, delocalization in short polymer chains. As pointed out earlier, through-space interactions could also lead to spreading of the electronic excitations over close-lying conjugated segments in long coil-like chains; these have, however, not been considered here. 
II. THEORETICAL METHODOLOGY

A. Weak versus strong coupling: Excitonic model versus supermolecular approach
In order to get insight into the nature of the lowest-lying excited states in the acceptor and donor configurations of the model PPV chains including defects, correlated semiempirical quantum-chemical calculations have been performed on their electronic ground-state and excited-state geometries, respectively. Ground-state geometries were optimized using the semiempirical Austin Model 1 ͑AM1͒ technique. 18 This method has been successfully applied to similar systems by Rissler et al. and was shown to predict geometric structures in very good agreement with high-level ab initio ͑MP2 / 6-31G * ͒ results 20 and x-ray diffraction data.
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The lowest-lying excited states were then computed on the basis of these geometries by means of the semiempirical Hartree-Fock INDO method 22 coupled with a single configuration interaction ͑SCI͒ technique. 23 The semiempirical Mataga-Nishimoto-Weiss potential has been adopted to describe the electron-electron interactions. 24 To ensure sizeconsistency, the CI active space was scaled with the number of carbon atoms by considering all the lowest unoccupied and highest occupied molecular orbitals ͑MOs͒ with dominant character. In applying this procedure, 4 occupied and 4 unoccupied molecular orbitals were retained per phenylenevinylene unit. For instance, a CI active space including the 40 highest occupied and the 40 lowest unoccupied -molecular orbitals has been used for the phenylenevinylene decamer ͑OPV 10 ͒. A detailed analysis of the lowest singlet excited states reveals that only the most frontier MOs ͑i.e., molecular orbitals with significant contribution on the ring para-carbons͒ contribute significantly to the lowest two singlet excited states, with the first one arising mostly from a simple highest occupied molecular orbital to lowest unoccupied molecular orbital electronic transition as reported previously. 25 Geometric relaxation in the lowest singlet excited state has been investigated by combining the AM1 model to a CAS ͑complete active space͒ configuration-interaction formalism; 18 In the AM1 CI active space, singly excited electronic configurations with predominant contributions in the INDO/SCI expansion of the corresponding excited state were retained. Only a limited number of delocalized MOs were generally needed ͑1 occupied and 1 unoccupied delocalized molecular orbital per phenylenevinylene unit͒, i.e., the 10 highest occupied and 10 lowest unoccupied delocalized molecular orbitals in the case of the OPV 10 molecule ͑these account for more than 98% of the total excited-state wave function͒.
To evaluate the regime of electronic coupling between excitations associated with the OPV segments located on both sides of the defect, we have compared the energy spectrum and the optical properties of the OPV molecules, as derived within the following two theoretical frameworks: ͑i͒ The excitonic model [26] [27] [28] that only retains weak long-range Coulomb interactions between the chromophores, thereby assuming that the conjugated segments are separated by full conjugation breaks; this model thus only holds for weak coupling between OPV segments on both sides of the defect and ͑ii͒ the supermolecular approach 28, 29 where both shortrange overlap and long-range Coulomb integrals are accounted for, making this approach valid for all coupling regimes.
In practice, this corresponds to applying in case ͑ii͒ a variational principle to the full chemical structure and the INDO Hamiltonian and in case ͑i͒ a perturbation formalism with the excited-state wave functions of the individual chromophores as zeroth-order wave functions and the interchromophoric Coulomb potential as the perturbation. In the excitonic model, the electronic couplings among excited states localized on two OPV conjugated segments have been obtained within a distributed monopole model 30 on the basis of INDO/ SCI atomic transition densities.
Here, to assess the impact of structural and chemical defects on electronic communication along the conjugated chains, we focus on the simplest bichromophoric systems, i.e., OPV segments with increasing sizes including a single defect or kink, see Fig. 1 . In the weak coupling limit, through-space or Coulomb-like interactions dominate and the two ͑excitonic and supermolecular͒ formalisms should yield similar results; in the strong coupling case, mixing with charge-transfer or through-bond configurations plays a significant role and the excitonic model is expected to break down.
B. Excitonic model
Basic concepts
The excitonic model is a physical concept originally developed by physicists to account for the delocalized character of excited states and to understand excitation-transfer process in crystals and supermolecules. This model has proved to be very useful in shedding light on the nature of electronic excitations in multichromophoric systems where electronic conjugation between the chromophores is interrupted. This is the case in van der Waals aggregates or supermolecules consisting of chromophores connected by aliphatic chains.
Excitonic models rely on the following two main approximations:
͑i͒ The complete lack of electronic conjugation between the chromophores. Any exchange of electrons between the neighboring chromophores is thus ruled out, which implies a possible partitioning of the total system. The chromophores are interacting only through long-range Coulombic interactions. From this first assumption, it follows that charge-transfer states, which account for possible transfer of electronic density from one chromophore to another upon excitation ͑and can be pictured as split electron-hole pair states wherein oppositely charged particles reside on different physical sites͒, are neglected. ͑ii͒ The assumption that intersite interactions, i.e., interactions between electronic excitations localized on different chromophores, remain small compared to the intramolecular interactions taking place within each single chromophore. The coupling between monoexcited configurations associated to the same site is thus assumed to overwhelm the electronic coupling between monoexcited configurations associated to different sites. This is a central approximation in the theoretical descriptions relying on perturbation theory.
Within the excitonic model, the eigenfunctions of the bichromophore are expanded as linear combinations of monoexcited configurations localized on the two OPV sites, while neglecting any contribution of charge-transfer states and simultaneous excitations of both chromophores. In addition to the ground electronic state of the whole system, the relevant expansion functions to be considered are thus monoexcitations ͑localized excitations where a single chromophore is electronically excited-either to its first or higher-lying excited state-while the other chromophore lies in its ground state͒:
where ͉ 1 0 ͘ , ͉ 1 1 ͘, and ͉ 1 n ͘ are the purely electronic groundstate, first, and nth excited-state wave functions localized on chromophore 1, respectively; ͉⌿ 0 ͑0͒ ͘ represents the zerothorder ͓as indicated by the ͑0͒ superscript͔ ground-state wave function of the supermolecule; ͉⌿ 1,1 ͑0͒ ͘ is the excited supermolecular wave function where chromophore 1 is excited to its first singlet excited state ͑while the other OPV site resides in its electronic ground state͒ and ͉⌿ 1,n 0 ͘ corresponds to the electronic configuration arising from excitation of chromophore 1 to its nth excited state. All these configurations form a complete basis set within which the wave functions for the bichromophore can be expanded.
The calculation of the eigenstates of the bichromophoric compounds proceeds in two steps:
͑i͒ The many-body energies and wave functions of the isolated chromophores ͑thus, completely neglecting the intersite interactions͒ are first evaluated at the INDO/SCI level. ͑ii͒ The bichromophoric electronic states are then obtained by diagonalizing the excitonic matrix built on the basis of the electronic configurations in Eq. ͑1͒ and retaining only long-range interactions in the Hamiltonian.
The detailed description of the electronic ground and excited states of the bichromophoric systems, namely the corresponding transition energies and dipole moments, can be easily derived on the basis of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the excitonic matrix. The size of the basis set used to build the excitonic matrix, i.e., the number ͑n͒ of local electronic excitations per chromophore, has been adjusted to ensure convergence of the resulting excitation energies. Strong mixing between nondegenerate localized configurations can be expected provided their electronic coupling is large compared to the corresponding energy offset. In addition, degenerate configurations are expected to strongly mix together. Since we are only interested in the lowest singlet excited states of the bichromophoric entities, the proper electronic configurations to include in the CI basis are the lowest singlet excited configurations of the two chromophores ͑typi-cally, four configurations per conjugated segment were accounted for͒.
Excitonic matrix elements
The detailed expression for the matrix elements of the excitonic Hamiltonian as well as the approximations considered in our model are described in the Appendix A. Here, we neglect polarization effects, i.e., the shift in excitation energies as well as the changes in electronic couplings among excited states as a result of relaxation of the electronic clouds induced by environment effects. The rigorous computation of polarization effects indeed represents a formidable task that requires the computation of charge ͑transition charge͒ distributions in ͑among͒ the electronic states of the individual chromophores in a self-consistent manner. Electrostatic interactions ͑computed on the basis of the state or transition charge distributions in the isolated molecules͒ have been calculated in a few test cases and turned out to bring only minor corrections to both the on-and off-diagonal elements of the excitonic matrix. They have therefore also been neglected throughout the work.
Overall, we have retained the electronic couplings between electronic excitations localized on different chromophore sites as off-diagonal elements and the excitation energies computed for the isolated molecules as diagonal elements of the excitonic Hamiltonian matrix. The electronic coupling between, e.g., the mth and nth excited states localized, respectively, on the first and second chromophore sites are expressed in terms of the atomic transition densities over the two chromophores ͓see Eq. ͑A38͔͒:
͑3͒
where a and b run over all atomic sites on the first and second OPV segments; V͑a , b͒ is the Coulomb potential in atomic representation, which is taken here as the Mataga-Nishimoto 24 potential. 0−n 1 ͑a͒ and 0−m 2 ͑b͒ denote the transition densities on atomic sites a and b associated to the S 0 − S n and the S 0 − S m electronic transitions in the first and second OPV segments, respectively. Transition charges provide a local map of the transition dipole moment induced by an electronic excitation and can be viewed as a local measure of the amount of electronic reorganization undergone by the system upon excitation.
The diagonal matrix element for the ground-state and excited-state S 1,n configurations ͓see Eqs. ͑A28͒ and ͑A31͔͒ when neglecting polarization effects is simply
where H 1 ͑0͒ ͑H 2 ͑0͒ ͒ represents the zeroth-order Hamiltonian for isolated chromophore 1 ͑2͒; V is the perturbation operator accounting for intermolecular interactions between the two chromophores, i.e., here the Coulomb potential; E 1,0 ͑0͒ and E 2,0
͑0͒
in Eq. ͑4͒ correspond to the zeroth-order ground-state energy associated to the first and second OPV segment; E 1,n ͑0͒ in Eq. ͑5͒ is the zeroth-order excitation energy computed at INDO/ SCI level for the nth excited state.
C. Charge-transfer character: Electron-hole wave-function analysis
To characterize the excited-state wave functions, it is useful to define a quantity related to the joint probability of finding the hole and the electron of the excitation on specific atomic sites of the molecule ͑referred to as electron-hole wave function in the following͒. 19, 31, 32 The electron-hole wave function can be expressed on the basis of the atomic orbital's ͑AOs͒ representation of the relevant reduced single-electron transition density matrix 0−1 ͑i.e., the electronic normal mode introduced by Mukamel et al.͒. 31 The elements of the transition density matrix q i p j
tion͒ operators of one electron in AO p j ͑q i ͒, represent the joint amplitude of finding an extra electron on AO p j and an extra-hole on AO q i ; p j and q i being centered on atoms p and q, respectively. The probability for finding the hole on atomic center q and the electron on atom p, ဧ͑p , q͒, can therefore be obtained by summing the relevant squared off-diagonal elements
where C a r is the configuration interaction ͑CI͒ expansion coefficient for the monoexcited configuration built by promoting one electron from occupied molecular orbital a to molecular orbital r ; c a,p j and c r,q i are the LCAO coefficients of AOs p j and q i centered on atomic sites p and q in the MOs a and r, respectively. No additional symmetrization of the electron-hole wave function has thus been applied here, as previously proposed by Mukamel et al. 31 and Rissler et al. 19 and in contrast to previous studies. 33 In order to evaluate the delocalization length of the electronic excitations, it is useful to quantify the relative contributions from the phenlylenevinylene ͑PV͒ units and the possible defect. One can then partition the whole molecule into different physical subunits, namely in this case the different OPV segments and the defect itself, and compute the probabilities for finding the electron-hole pair within each subunit. The diagonal contributions ဧ OPV 1 , ဧ OPV 2 , and ဧ Def ͑i.e., configurations localized over specific subunits͒ to the electron-hole wave function read:
where OPV 1 ͑OPV 2 ͒ denotes the first ͑second͒ OPV segment, Def refers to the defect, i labels the phenylenevinylene units in the OPV segments, and ဧ i denotes the contribution of the repeat unit i to the squared electron-hole wave function. The localized character of the excitation can be evaluated by summing all the diagonal contributions to the electron-hole wave function as
The charge-transfer character is obtained by summing all the off-diagonal terms which accounts for the possibility of having the two particles on different subunits:
The different terms in Eq. ͑11͒ are associated to chargetransfer configurations arising from transfer of electronic density between the two OPV segments ͑first term͒, and from each OPV segment to the defect itself and vice-versa ͑second and third terms͒.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Defect-free PPV chains
Before considering chains interrupted by conjugation defects, it is useful to look at the excited-state characteristics of long defect-free phenylenevinylene oligomers. The electronhole density distributions computed at the INDO/SCI level on the basis of the ground-state and excited-state geometries of a 30-unit long all-trans OPV segment are displayed in Fig.  2 . In the ground-state equilibrium configuration, the excitation is found to extend over a large fraction of the polymer chain ͑80% of the total wave function lies within the central 18 units͒. We note that: ͑i͒ what we are referring to here is the diagonal dimension related to the excitation delocalization ͑and not the off-diagonal size, which is a measure of the ͑much smaller͒ average electron-hole separation͒; 33 ͑ii͒ the extent of excitation delocalization is very sensitive to fluctuations in the torsion angles around the equilibrium values. 34 In the excited-state configuration, self-confinement of the lowest electronic excitation takes place over ϳ5 units around the central part of the conjugated chain whose geometric structure locally relaxes.
B. Chemical defects: sp 3 -carbon atoms
We first address the case of PPV chains that include an sp 3 defect and lie in their ground-state ͑acceptor͒ configuration; chains ranging in size from 4 to 14 repeat units have been considered. As is the case for the butane molecule, 35 two minima have been identified on the AM1 ground-state potential energy curve of the compounds with a saturated defect: a staggered conformation ͑global minimum͒ and a gauche conformation ͑local minimum͒, see Fig. 1 . INDO/ SCI calculations have been performed for both types of structures; however, we only report here the results obtained on the most stable, staggered conformation. Table I collects the lowest two singlet excitation energies computed within both the excitonic model and the supermolecular approach for one set of model chains with saturated defects and ranging in size from 9 to 14 phenylenevinylene repeat units. For all molecules investigated, the two models provide very similar vertical transition energies. This confirms that, as expected, saturated defects completely disrupt -conjugation along the phenylenevinylene-based polymer chains.
A convenient way to analyze the electron-hole wave functions is to partition the full molecule into different conformational subunits ͑the two OPV branches and the defect͒ and to disentangle the contributions arising from local ͑LE͒ excitations ͑i.e., within the same subunit͒ to those corresponding to charge-transfer ͑CT͒ excitations ͑i.e., taking place between two distinct subunits͒, see methodology. From Table I and Fig. 2 , it is clear that the lowest excited states in OPV molecules with sp 3 defects have a vanishingly small charge-transfer character, which is consistent with the fact that the excitonic and supermolecular models yield similar excitation energies.
In the fully symmetric cases ͑two OPV segments of identical lengths surrounding the defect͒, the lowest electronic excited states of the whole chain correspond to coherent superpositions of local excitations over the conjugated segments. The amount of excited-state wave-function delocalization over the whole molecule is determined by the trade-off between the rather significant through-space electronic couplings between excitations on the two sites ͑typi-cally a few hundreds of wave numbers͒ and the energy offsets between the local excitations: As soon as some asymmetry is brought into the full system ͑e.g., when the two conjugated segments have slightly different lengths͒, the FIG. 2. Top: Electron-hole two-particle wave functions associated with the lowest singlet excited state of a defect-free 30-mer. The squared wave functions have been partitioned into contributions from each phenylenevinylene unit. The labels assigned to the latter range from 0 to 30 when moving from one edge of the oligomer to the other. Middle and bottom: Electron-hole two-particle wave functions associated with the lowest singlet excited state of molecules with sp 3 defects. The squared wave functions have been partitioned into contributions from each unit and the defect site itself ͓see Eqs. ͑7͒-͑9͔͒. On the abscissa, "0" refers to the defect site; negative values label the repeat units of the largest chromophore and positive values refer to the other chromophore. The influence of the degree of molecular asymmetry is investigated by comparing the results obtained for the totally symmetric and the most asymmetric systems in each series. In all cases, the impact of geometric relaxation phenomena is illustrated by comparison of the electronic wave functions computed in the ground-state ͑top y axis͒ and excited-state ͑bottom y axis͒ geometries.
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lowest excited state gets confined on the most conjugated chromophore, see Fig. 2 . Thus, simultaneous excitation of several OPV segments separated by sp 3 chemical defects is expected to be strongly hindered by any source of inhomogeneity, such as conjugation-length distribution.
We now address the localization of the excited-state wave function taking place after thermal relaxation, i.e., in the equilibrium donor configuration. To quantify the geometric relaxations taking place in the excited state, the changes in C -C bond lengths when the chain goes from the groundstate geometry to the lowest excited-state geometry have been calculated first at the AM1/CAS-CI level. On the basis of the equilibrium geometries in the excited state, the INDO/ SCI two-particle electron-hole wave functions have then been computed and partitioned into local and charge-transfer contributions as described earlier.
Geometric distortions induced by nuclear relaxations in both symmetric and asymmetric long chains are found to be completely localized over the most conjugated segment ͓see Fig. 3͑a͔͒ . At the same time, the excited-state wave function self-localizes on the distorted conjugated segment. This is illustrated by the topology of the computed electron-hole wave function, as pictured in Fig. 2 . Note that, as is the case for the ground-state geometry, contributions from chargetransfer excitations across the saturated defect are negligible in the excited-state geometry. In short chains ͑total chain length of 6-8 repeat units͒, a similar picture prevails; however, slight geometric deformations together with weak contributions to the excited-state wave functions are also predicted to occur on the less conjugated segment. We conjecture that such a "tunneling effect" 36 across the sp 3 defect arises because of the small size of the most extended conjugated segment, which is not large enough to accommodate the relaxed excited species ͑typical by extending over 5-6 OPV units͒.
Thus, except for very short conjugation lengths, the geometric relaxation in the excited state yields self-localized excited species in PPV chains that contain saturated defects. This is due to the large energy gain associated to the geometric reorganization ͑on the order of ϳ2000 cm −1 ͒ that largely exceeds the electronic coupling between the two chromophores.
C. Conformational kinks: Cis double bonds
In the OPV chains with cis defects, steric repulsions between the phenylene rings connected via the cis vinylene linkage leads to larger torsion angles around the single carbon-carbon bonds when compared to the all-trans structures: at the AM1 level, these amount to ϳ40°and ϳ22°in the fully optimized ground-state geometries, respectively. The AM1 value for the torsion angles around the double bond is ϳ3°. These increased rotation angles around the single bonds in the vinylene groups should result in a re- 3 -PV n ͑top͒ and PV 7 -cis-PV n molecules ͑bottom͒, as computed on the basis of the excitonic model ͑EM͒ and the supermolecular approach ͑SA͒. The charge-transfer character in the lowest two excited states ͑per-centage of the full two-particle density͒ is given between parentheses.
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Chromophores in conjugated polymers J. Chem. Phys. 125, 054901 ͑2006͒ duced -delocalization in PPV chains with cis defects. In order to check this statement, we applied the same procedure as that adopted for the saturated defects, to characterize the electronic excitations in chains containing a cis kink. The electronic vertical transition energies computed for the lowest two singlet excited states at both excitonic and supermolecular levels are displayed in Table I . In contrast to what was obtained in the case of saturated defects, the two methods here yield very different results. For chains consisting of two OPV segments of the same or only slightly different length, a perfect match of the energetic positions predicted by the two models is obtained for the second excited state; on the other hand, excitation energies to the lowest excited state are found to strongly shift with respect to one another. The opposite trend is obtained for highly asymmetric systems: while similar excitation energies are given by the two methods for the first excited state, the second excited state obtained at the supermolecular level is strongly redshifted with respect to the corresponding state in the excitonic approach.
These results can be readily understood on the basis of a detailed analysis of the electron-hole wave functions ͑Fig. 4, top͒. In marked contrast with the sp 3 -defect case, the INDO/ SCI wave functions computed for the cis kink feature contributions on both sides of the cis-linkage together with smaller but sizable contributions on the kink itself; thus, charge-transfer contributions that account for the possible delocalization of the excitation across cis links here play a crucial role. Note that increasing the degree of molecular asymmetry induces a partial localization of the wave function on the most conjugated site ͑as a result of the energy offset between the two local excitations͒ with, however, slight residual contributions on the cis defect.
We are now in a position to rationalize the different excitation energies predicted by excitonic theory and the supermolecular approach. First, we note that the contributions from charge-transfer excitations to the supermolecular first ͓second͔ excited-state wave functions are found to decrease ͓increase͔ with increasing molecular asymmetry ͑see Table  I͒ . This can be understood in the following way ͑also recalling particle-in-the-box concepts͒. The lowest two excited states of the chains with a cis defect are in fact reminiscent of the corresponding states in the equivalent all-trans molecules ͑not shown͒: while the first excited-state wave function peaks around the central part of the system, the second excited-state wave function features two maxima separated by a node in the middle. Hence, in symmetric molecules, large ͓small͔ weights on the cis-vinylene linkage are obtained in the first ͓second͔ excited state, which thus shows a significant ͓negligible͔ charge-transfer character. Since, obviously, the larger the CT contributions, the larger the deviations between excitonic and supermolecular results, this explains why a much better agreement between the excitation energies predicted by the two models is attained for the second excited state. The same reasoning can be extended to asymmetric structures, where the opposite situation holds: smaller CT contributions to the two-particle wave functions are computed for the lowest-lying excited state, as the probability density is shifted away from the cis-vinylene site toward the geometric center of the molecule ͑see Fig. 4, top͒; hence, the closer match between excitonic and supermolecular results for the lowest transition energy in this case. In contrast, with increasing molecular asymmetry, the node in the second excited-state wave function drifts continuously off the cis defect toward the longest segment so that contributions on the cis-vinylene moiety are enlarged and the excitonic model yields less accurate transition energies.
Thus, although -conjugation is reduced as a result of the increased torsion angles around the vinylene single bonds, chopping of the chains in their acceptor configuration ͑i.e., in the ground-state geometry͒ into chromophores separated by the cis kinks is in general not appropriate, as these act as single conjugated entities. In contrast to the saturated defect case, the energy disparity associated to the presence of all-trans segments of different sizes is not a strong enough perturbation to lift the coherence between the strongly   FIG. 4 . Electron-hole two-particle wave functions associated with the lowest singlet excited state of molecules with a cis kink. Same as Fig. 2 . Probability for finding both electron and hole within the same unit is shown as black vertical bars; grey bars represent the probability for finding one charged particle of the excitation on the defect site while the other resides on one OPV segment.
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Hennebicq et al. J. Chem. Phys. 125, 054901 ͑2006͒ coupled conjugated units delineated by the cis-vinylene moieties. Hence, photoinduced excitation of PPV chains including vinylene groups in cis conformations is predicted to prepare extended excited species that spread out through the conformational kinks.
In a next step, we have investigated the geometric deformations taking place in the excited state and the resulting reshuffling in the excited-state wave functions for PPV chains with cis kinks. Here, different localization schemes are obtained for different lengths of the phenylenevinylene all-trans arms. In the longest systems investigated, i.e., OPV 7 -cis-OPV n series, we observe localization of the geometric distortions ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒ and the resulting electron-hole wave functions ͑Fig. 4, top͒ over the most conjugated OPV segment ͑OPV 7 ͒ ͑with small but non-negligible contributions on the kink site͒. Thus, the energy gain induced by geometric relaxation process over the OPV 7 conjugated segment turns out to be large enough to overcome the delocalization energy conveyed by electronic coupling between the two sites. This is not the case for the shortest structures studied, i.e., the OPV 4 -cis-OPV n series, where strong electronic interactions between the two arms through the mediating cis vinylene bridge yield delocalized excitations in the excited-state equilibrium geometry ͓Fig. 4, bottom and Fig. 5͑b͔͒ . In these molecules, the largest deviations from the ground-state values are in fact obtained for the structural parameters pertaining to the cis vinylene units. In the intermediate-size chains, such as the OPV 5 -cis-OPV n series, the geometric distortion wave is found to be mainly localized on the OPV 5 segment while featuring a tail extending across the defect over the shortest trans segment ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒; a similar pattern is attained for the two-particle excited-state wave functions ͑Fig. 4, bottom͒.
With respect to the ground-state picture, geometric relaxation phenomena in the excited state tend to squeeze the wave functions to an extent that depends on the molecular length. While in long chains ͑for conjugated segments larger than ϳ5 -6 repeat units͒ the donor states are localized on a single branch of the two-arm structures, the electronic excitations in short chains are centered around the cis conformational kinks ͑for conjugated segments shorter than ϳ4 repeat units͒.
IV. SYNOPSIS
The quantum-chemical studies presented here provide a detailed characterization of the amount of electronic excitation ͑de͒localization in PPV-based conjugated chains containing either chemical defects or conformational kinks. More specifically, it allows us to identify the "donor" and "acceptor" chromophores involved in energy-migration processes in these polymers.
In the case of saturated defects ͑i.e., substitution with sp 3 carbon sites in the vinylene linkages͒, a weak-coupling model prevails, where geometric relaxation yields fully localized excited species on the single chromophores delineated by the defects. In the ground-state geometry, coherent excitation of multiple chromophores separated by the saturated vinylene moieties is possible in case of accidental degeneracy between the energy spectra of the chromophores. However, such a coherence is lost and the excitations get confined to single conjugated segments as soon as any source of energetic disorder, namely distribution in site energies, is introduced in the system. In the case of cis kinks, partitioning of the whole system into chromophores is no longer possible, at least not in the acceptor configuration. Due to large charge-transfer interactions between conjugated segments across the cis linkages, the photoinduced excited species spread over the conformational kinks, even for large differences in segment lengths. Upon geometric relaxation in the excited state ͑thus, in the donor configuration͒, the amount of localization is found to depend on the chromophore size and the corresponding energy offset between localized excitations: For extended systems ͑ജ5 repeat units͒, self-confinement of the excited species over chain fragments separated by the kinks occurs, while in small chains geometric deformations and excitedstate wave functions delocalize over the entire system.
The results presented here bear a strong impact on energy diffusion in flexible phenylenevinylene-based conjugated polymer chains. Assuming an average conjugation length in excess of five repeat units, a proper model to describe the dynamics of energy migration in such polymers should account for possible excitation delocalization across chemical defects and conformational kinks in the acceptor configuration and self-confinement on individual chromophores following geometric relaxation in the excited state. We have developed a modified Pauli master equation formalism that includes these features; 37 application of this approach to study energy transport in single PPV polymer 
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Chromophores in conjugated polymers J. Chem. Phys. 125, 054901 ͑2006͒ chains is in progress. Finally, we note that the calculations reported here strictly provide a 0 K temperature picture of the exciton delocalization. It is well known that the extent of self-trapping of excitons is greatly influenced by coupling to a fluctuating bath of nuclear modes, which we do not account for explicitly in the present work. Nonetheless, a steady-state description of the intramolecular reorganization is presented through geometry optimization of excited-state configurations. That provides a useful reference point for future work on the dynamics of exciton self-trapping and the influence of defects.
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APPENDIX: EXCITONIC MATRIX ELEMENTS
General expressions for the ground-state ͉͑⌿ 1 0 ͒͘ and the nth ͉͑⌿ 1 n ͒͘ singlet excited-state configurations over the first OPV segment read: 38, 39 
Similarly, for the second OPV segment,
where j ↓ + ͑j ↑ + ͒ is the creation operator which creates an electron with spin up ͑spin down͒ in empty MO j while i ↑ ͑i ↓ ͒ represents the annihilation operator, which removes one electron with spin up ͑spin down͒ in MO i; C i,j 1,n ͑C i,j 2,m ͒ is the CI coefficient weighting the contribution from the monoexcited configuration resulting from a transition between occupied MO i and unoccupied MO j to the nth ͑mth͒ singlet excited state of the first ͑second͒ chromophore.
Next, MOs are expressed as linear combination of atomic orbitals according to 38 ,39
wherein 1,i ͑ 2,j ͒ is the ith ͑jth͒ MO in the first ͑second͒ OPV chromophore; 1,p ͑ 2,q ͒ is the AO p͑q͒ over the first ͑second͒ OPV chromophore; c p 1,i ͑c q 2,j ͒ is the LCAO coefficient on atomic site p͑q͒ in MOs labeled i and j localized over the first ͑second͒ OPV site. In the following, general expressions for the matrix elements of the excitonic matrix are provided.
Diagonal matrix elements in the ground-state configuration
The diagonal matrix element for the ground-state configuration is
wherein ͉ 1 0 ͘ ͉͑ 2 0 ͒͘ is the zeroth-order ground-state wave function computed at the INDO/SCI level for the first ͑sec-ond͒ OPV segment; H 1 ͑0͒ ͑H 2 ͑0͒ ͒ is the zeroth-order Hamiltonian describing the isolated first ͑second͒ OPV strand ͑E 1,0
͑0͒
and E 2,0 ͑0͒ are the zeroth-order energies in the ground state of the two chromophores͒; V is the perturbation operator accounting for intermolecular interactions between the two chromophores, i.e., here the Coulomb potential. N 1 and N 2 represent the number of electrons for the first and second OPV segment; k and l label the electrons of chromophore 1 and 2, respectively.
Within the SCI formalism, the zeroth-order ground-state wave functions reduce to the Hartree-Fock determinants ͑in agreement with Brillouin's theorem according to which no coupling with singly excited configurations occurs͒ and one easily obtains for Eq. ͑A9͒:
where i and j label occupied MOs in Hartree-Fock determinants associated to the first and second OPV segment, respectively; 1,i ͑ 1,i ͒ represents the state of one electron with spin up ͑spin down͒ lying in molecular orbital i . ;͓ i j ͉ k l ͔ and other related terms correspond to Coulomb bielectronic integrals expressed in terms of spin-orbitals 38,39 and thus involving integration over both spatial and spin coordinates of the electrons:
where i ͑r͒ represents the spatial molecular orbital i , ␣͑͒ and ␤͑͒ the spin functions associated to the spin-up and spin-down state, respectively. The N 1 ! and the N 2 ! factors entering the prefactor C are the squared normalization factors associated to Slater determinants that contribute to the excited state of interest for the first and second OPV segment, respectively. The ͑N 1 −1͒ ! ͑͑N 2 −1͒ ! ͒ term represents the number of possible ways to permute the coordinates of the N 1 −1͑N 2 −1͒ remaining electrons of chromophore 1 ͑2͒ ͓whose position is not precised by the r 1 ͑r 2 ͒ coordinate entering the integrand͔. This expression can be rewritten in a more compact way:
where ͑ i , j ͉ k l ͒ represents Coulomb bielectronic integrals expressed in terms of spatial molecular orbitals according to 38 ,39
͑A15͒
By expanding the molecular orbitals entering Eq. ͑A14͒ as linear combination of atomic orbitals according to Eqs. ͑A7͒ and ͑A8͒, one finally gets wherein overlaps between different atomic orbitals 1,p 1,p , p pЈ in the ͑ 1,p 1,p Ј ͉ 2,q 2,q Ј ͒ terms have been neglected in compliance with the ZDO approximation assumed in INDO formalism, 40 and the two-electron twocenter Coulomb integral ͑ 1,p 1,p ͉ 2,q 2,q ͒ is evaluated from the Mataga-Nishimoto Coulomb potential V͑p , q͒. 24 The intermolecular interaction energy in the electronic ground state thus reduces to Coulomb interactions between atomic charges ͓hereafter denoted 0−0 1 ͑a͒ and p 0−0 2 ͑b͔͒ in the ground-state of the two OPV segments:
͑A19͒
where a and b label atomic sites of the first and second OPV segments, respectively, and V͑a , b͒ϵV͑p , q͒ is the MatagaNishimoto potential. The whole matrix element is thus
The first two terms in Eq. ͑A20͒ correspond to the zerothorder energy of the system; the last term, which arises from Coulomb interactions between atomic charges in the electronic ground states of the chromophores, accounts for electrostatic interactions between the electronic clouds of the chromophores. Since these electrostatic terms were found to be negligible with respect to the zeroth-order energies ͑three orders of magnitude smaller on average͒, they have been neglected.
Diagonal matrix elements in the excited-state configuration
Using the expressions described in Eqs. ͑A1͒-͑A6͒ for the mth excited state of the bichromophore, one can write
Applying the same procedure as in the previous section, we obtain
where l runs over doubly occupied MOs of chromophore 1 in the monoexcited electronic configuration ͑as specified by the CI coefficient C i,j 1,n ͒ resulting from the promotion of one electron from molecular orbital i to molecular orbital j ; m labels occupied MOs in ground-state configuration of chromophore 2. Equation ͑A22͒ can be further simplified:
which can be rewritten in a more compact way:
where k runs over doubly and singly occupied MOs of chromophore 1 in the proper electronic configuration ͑as specified by the CI coefficient C i,j 1,n ͒; w i,j k represents the occupation number of molecular orbital k in the monoexcited configuration resulting from the promotion of one electron from molecular orbital i to molecular orbital j.
MOs entering Eq. ͑A24͒ are then expanded as linear combination of atomic orbitals according to Eqs. ͑A7͒ and ͑A8͒. It follows:
In the ZDO approximation, Eq. ͑A25͒ reduces to
The orthonormality of spin orbitals involves ͚ p1 c p 1,j c p 1,jЈ = ␦ j,j Ј and Eq ͑A26͒ becomes
can then be reorganized by regrouping terms involving AOs centered on the same atomic sites:
where n−n 1 ͑a͒ represent the atomic charges in the nth excited state of chromophore 1.
The diagonal matrix element for the excited configuration S 1,n is finally
The first two terms in Eq. ͑A31͒ correspond to the transition energies computed for the isolated chromophores; the last term accounts for the change in excitation energy resulting from electrostatic interactions between one OPV segment in its excited state and the other one in its ground state ͑elec-trostatic effect͒. Since these electrostatic terms were found to be negligible with respect to the zeroth-order energies in our case ͑three orders of magnitude smaller on average͒, they have been neglected.
Off-diagonal elements between ground-state and excited-state configurations
The relevant matrix element is where n−0 1 ͑a͒ denote the transition densities associated to the electronic transition from the ground state to the nth excited state of the first OPV segment and represent a local map of the corresponding transition dipole moment. These terms describe electrostatic interactions between transition charges induced by an electronic excitation on one chromophore and the ground-state charge densities on the other chromophore. These have also been neglected as they were found to be negligible ͑on average two orders of magnitude smaller, typically a few cm −1 ͒ as compared to the terms accounting for mixing between localized excitations ͑typically several hundreds of cm −1 ͒.
Off-diagonal elements between excited configurations
These elements can be regarded as a measure of the coupling between excited states of the system decoupled at order zero that may mix together upon application of the perturbation. Note that the coupling between excitations localized on the same chromophores is zero.
The relevant general expression for such matrix elements is Expanding the molecular orbitals entering Eq. ͑A37͒ as linear combination of atomic orbitals according to Eqs. ͑A7͒ and ͑A8͒ leads to denote the transition densities on atomic sites a and b associated to the S 0 − S n and the S 0 − S m electronic transitions in the first and second OPV segments, respectively. Transition charges provide a local map of the transition dipole moment induced by an electronic excitation and can be viewed as a local measure of the amount of electronic reorganization undergone by the system upon excitation.
